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Abstract 
With the growing competition in mobile markets, it is essential 
for telecom operators to strategize business by focussing on 
customer value and interests. The huge call detail data available 
with the telecom operators needs to be analyzed using data mining 
methodologies. We propose using clustering approach to find 
natural groupings within mobile customers based on their mobile 
usage behaviour. The aim of clustering is to categorize prospective 
customers into distinct groups for distinctive contact strategies 
and proximal offerings. We demonstrate how Self-Organizing 
Maps, an unsupervised learning neural network paradigm, can be 
efficaciously used for clustering mobile customers. The cluster 
information reveals interesting facts about customers that can be 
used by mobile marketers to design suitable marketing strategies 
for each group and thereby enhance business profitability.
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I. Introduction
With the globalization of world economy and market 
internationalization, the market competition of the domestic 
mobile communications industry has become more reasonable 
and increasingly fierce. The fast-growing user group, diversified 
operations and competition environment have put forward higher 
requirements for the service quality of the mobile communications 
industry. The competition to acquire and retain customers among 
mobile service providers is fierce. The key to survival in this 
competitive industry lies in knowing the customers better. 
Different people have different preferences in using mobile 
telecommunication services and mobile phones. Consider for 
example popular mobile service SMS. For a given population, 
majority of subscribers may be sending SMS every day whereas 
few may be such that they do not use SMS frequently. Treating 
all customers without differentiation may lead to a situation that 
some customers have to choose services they do not want and this 
may lead to loss of customers. As customer’s demand becomes 
diversified, differentiation and requirements of service quality 
become more rational and strict. 
Most telecommunications carriers cluster their mobile customers 
by billing system data. Billing system data describe customer 
subscribe, spend and payment behavior. Call Detail Records 
(CDRs) describe customer utilization behavior. In this paper, 
clustering of mobile customers is done based on the call detail 
records and using Self Organizing Maps. SOMs convert high-
dimensional data to a lower dimension representation scheme 
(a two-dimensional map) that can be easily visualised and 
understood. More attractively, the transformation leads to an 
automatic clustering of the data, i.e. similar data items are stored in 
proximity thereby forming clusters. Next, we present the U-Matrix 
method as a visualisation technique for demarcating the trained 
SOM into distinct clusters of similar data elements. 

II. The Data to be Mined for Mobile Telephony Custom-
ers
Data mining aims to extract knowledge and insight through 
the analysis of large amounts of data using sophisticated 
modelling techniques. It converts data into knowledge and 
actionable information. A huge amount of data generated by 
telecommunications companies cannot be analyzed in a traditional 
manner, by using manual data analysis. That is why different data 
mining techniques ought to be applied. Every time a call is placed 
on a telecommunications network, descriptive information about 
the call is saved as a call detail record. Call detail records include 
sufficient information to describe the important characteristics of 
each call.The data in mobile telephony case incorporates:

Traffic information, such as number and minutes/volume of 1. 
calls by call type, source/destination network, and so on. This 
information is stored in CDRs providing a complete usage 
profile of each customer.
Information about the customers and the line numbers (i.e., 2. 
MSISDNs).

The information on frequency and intensity of usage for each type 
of call (voice, SMS, MMS, Internet connection, etc.), information 
such as the day/time of calls (which is helpful for finding work 
days versus non-work days, peak versus off-peak hours, etc.), 
roaming usage, direction of calls (incoming versus outgoing), 
and origination/destination network type (on-net, off-net, etc.) 
are taken into account when designing the database.

III. Prepare the Data for Clustering
CDRs contain golden nuggets of information waiting to be refined. 
Their information is not directly usable. It requires data processing 
so that the underlying usage patterns are uncovered. Since the 
goal of data mining applications is to extract knowledge at the 
customer level, not at the level of individual phone calls, the call 
detail records associated with a customer must be summarized into 
a single record that describes the customer’s calling behavior. The 
choice of summary variables (i.e., features) is critical in order to 
obtain a useful description of the customer. New fields such as sums, 
averages etc. are derived from the raw fields to enrich customer 
information, to better summarize customer characteristics, and 
therefore to enhance the performance of the proposed Cluster 
model. Following customer level aggregated measures are chosen 
to serve as the attributes of each customer that would be given as 
an input to the clustering algorithm:

A. Number of Calls by Service Type
VOICE_OUT_CALLS (number of outgoing voice calls)• 
SMS_OUT_CALLS (number of outgoing SMS calls)• 
MMS_OUT_CALLS (number of outgoing MMS calls)• 
INTERNET_OUT_CALLS (number of outgoing internet • 
calls)
INTERNATIONAL_OUT_CALLS (number of outgoing • 
international calls)
ROAMING_OUT_CALLS (number of outgoing roaming • 
calls)
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B. Usage by Day/Hour
OUT_CALLS_WORK (number of outgoing calls on working • 
days)
OUT_CALLS_NONWORK (number of outgoing calls on • 
non-working days)
OUT_CALLS_PEAK (number of outgoing calls in peak • 
hours (8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.)
OUT_CALLS_OFFPEAK (number of outgoing calls • 
excluding peak hours (8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.)

C. Minutes/Traffic by Service Type
VOICE_LOCAL_OUT_MINS (duration of outgoing local • 
voice calls)
VOICE_INTERNATIONAL_OUT_MINS (duration of • 
outgoing international voice calls)
VOICE_ROAMING_OUT_MINS (duration of outgoing • 
roaming voice calls)
GPRS_TRAFFIC (volume of data transferred using GPRS)• 

D. Community
TOTAL_OUT (total outgoing calls)• 
TOTAL_VOICE_MINS (total duration of outgoing calls)• 

IV. Clustering using Emergent Self Organizing Maps
Several algorithms exist for clustering purposes. Some of them 
are based on supervised learning whereas others on unsupervised 
learning. The difference between these are that supervised learning 
uses one or more manually (or otherwise) clustered data training 
sets such as labels in order to assign new data set members to 
clusters. Unsupervised learning, on the other hand, finds the 
underlying patterns from the data set autonomously and proposes 
these as clusters. Self organizing map is based on unsupervised 
learning. The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a neural network 
algorithm based on competitive unsupervised learning. The basic 
idea of a SOM is to map the data patterns onto a n-dimensional grid 
of neurons or units. That grid forms what is known as the output 
space, as opposed to the input space where the data patterns are. 
This mapping tries to preserve topological relations, i.e., patterns 
that are close in the input space will be mapped to units that are 
close in the output space, and vice-versa. So as to allow an easy 
visualization, the output space is usually 1 or 2 dimensional. To 
describe in more detail how the clusters are found with SOM, 
training is a central concept. In SOM clustering, the data samples 
undergo several rounds of training. During each round, one could 
say that the output nodes are competing against each other of the 
right to own the input data samples. The winning node is the one 
which best describes the input data sample. As a prize, the winning 
node gets to update the weights of its input edges. The more times 
a node wins, it starts to form patterns and finally clusters. SOM 
is not just forming clusters but it forms them so that they have 
relationships. In practice this means that more similar clusters 
are closer to each other and the underlying structure of the data 
is preserved. How SOM does this is, that not only the weights of 
the winning node but also its neighbouring nodes are updated. 
The further away the neighbouring nodes are from the winning 
node, the less they get adjusted. Even when the output nodes are 
not directly connected, the map still changes the structure as the 
nearby nodes get updated. This is known as the neighbourhood 
concept, which enables similar clusters being closer to each 
other, and further away from the dissimilar ones. Using small 
SOM is almost identical to a k-Means clustering with k equal 
to the number of nodes in the map. The topology preservation 

of the SOM projection is of little use when using small maps. 
Emergent phenomena involve by definition a large number of 
individuals, where large means at least a few thousands. This is 
why large SOMs called Emergent Self-Organizing Maps (ESOM) 
are used. 

V. Visualization of Clusters
A ‘learnt’ SOM can be used as an important visualization aid 
as it gives a complete picture of the data; similar data items are 
automatically grouped together. However, for practical purposes 
it is still desired to demarcate the output layer of the SOM into 
visibly distinct clusters of similar data items.

Fig. 1: U-Matrix Visualization Map for 5 Clusters

The U-Matrix method uses the distances between the units in a 
SOM as a boundary defining criteria. These distances can be then 
be displayed as heights giving a U-matrix landscape. Interpretation 
of the U-matrix is as follows: altitudes or the high places on 
the U-matrix will encode data that are dissimilar while the data 
falling in the same valleys will represent input vectors that are 
similar. Thus, data within the same valley can then be grouped 
together to represent a cluster. The training data can be clustered by 
observation of the best performing ESOM. The U-matrix depicted 
in fig. 1, is a visualization of the local distance structure in the data 
placed onto the two-dimensional map. The average distance value 
between each neuron’s weight vector and the weight vectors of its 
immediate neighbours corresponds to the height of that neuron in 
the U-matrix (positioned at the map coordinates of the neuron). 

Fig. 2: ESOM Training Showing Formation of 5 Clusters in 
Stages
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Thus, U-matrix values are large in areas where no or few data 
points reside, creating mountain ranges for cluster boundaries. 
On the other hand, visualized valleys indicate clusters of data 
since small U-matrix values are observed in areas where the data 
space distances of neurons are small. 5 clusters separated by 
mountain ranges are shown in fig. 1. The boundaries are marked 
by different coloured lines to show the demarcation of clusters. 
Fig. 2, shows the formation of 5 clusters during ESOM training. 
Databionics ESOM Tools have been used for arriving at the map 
representations depicted in fig. 1 and fig. 2.

VII. Findings
We collected sample mobile telecommunication data. The data 
set contains information on customers’ usage records of mobile. 
The database contains sample call detail records and each record 
is characterized by about 16 attributes. We used Emergent Self 
Organizing Maps to cluster the customers based on their usage 
profile characterized by the chosen 16 attributes. ESOM together 
with U-Matrix representation facilitate identification of clear 
cluster boundaries shown by mountains and valleys depicting the 
clusters. 5 clusters were identified using Emergent Self Organizing 
Maps.

VIII. Future Work
The clusters obtained from ESOM need to be analyzed for the 
values depicted for the 16 features chosen (described in section III 
above). Component planes for each individual component (each of 
the 16 features) could be drawn. The mean value for each of the 
16 features for each cluster would be computed. Further derived 
measures for each cluster such as total number of Voice calls as a 
percentage of total outgoing calls, total number of SMS calls as a 
percentage of total outgoing calls etc. can be computed.
Distinguishable marketing strategies can be designed for each 
cluster depending on the value depicted by the cluster for each of 
the derived measure. Following are some examples:
Design suitable short message price policy for customers of cluster 
which has highest short messaging index value.
Marketing managements need to encourage customers having 
low consuming ability to use more mobile service. 
It can be known which group of mobile customers often travel 
out and suitable roaming policy could be designed for customers 
belonging to this cluster.

IX. Conclusion 
Competition in Telecom market domain is getting increasingly 
fierce. It is essential for telecom operators to focus on customer 
value and their interests. The large available data in the form 
of call detail records could be mined to derive interesting facts 
about customers using Emergent Self Organizing Maps. E 
SOMs have possibilities not only to cluster, but also to visualize 
multidimensional data. However the simple SOM table is not 
enough in order to reveal the characteristics of the data analyzed. 
It is necessary to supplement the table with extra information, i.e., 
to visualize the table additionally. U-matrix representation that is 
distance based visualization facilitates identification of clusters 
clearly.  Revenue for mobile telecom operators can be increased by 
formulating effective, strategic and possibly different marketing 
policies for different clusters according to the usage statistics 
parameter values computed for the cluster. 
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